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ABSTRACT We demonstrate that an applied electric field causes piezoelectric distortion across single 
molecular monolayers of oligopeptides. We deposited self-assembled monolayers ~1.5 nm high onto 
smooth gold surfaces. These monolayers exhibit a strong electromechanical response that varies linearly 
with applied 1-3V bias (i.e., a converse piezoelectric effect), measured using piezoresponse force 
microscopy (PFM). The response is markedly greater than control experiments with rigid alkanethiols 
and correlates with surface spectroscopy and theoretical predictions of conformational change from 
applied electric fields. Unlike existing piezoelectric oxides, our peptide monolayers are intrinsically 
flexible, easily fabricated, aligned and patterned without poling. 
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Introduction 
Dramatic recent advancements in organic and molecular-scale electronic devices have yielded 
tremendous promise for lightweight, flexible devices with broad applications ranging including efficient 
lighting and displays1-2 to solar cells3-6, soft touch sensors,7 and even magneto-optical sensors.8 Despite 
such success, further fundamental research into integrated efficient energy storage, conversion, and 
generation mechanisms are critical. 
Recent investigations in inorganic piezoelectric nanostructured ZnO and related materials have shown 
promise to interconvert mechanical and electrical energy for piezoelectric fabrics,9 nanogenerators 
powered by sound waves,10 and self-powered displays and sensors.11 For organic and biological 
materials, bulk piezoelectric response has been measured in semicrystalline polymers like 
polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF),12 polar organic crystals,13 polymer foams,14 and even skin,15 yet only 
recently has nanoscale characterization been possible. Modern atomic force microscopy (AFM) and 
piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM)16 now enable us to probe the limits of piezoelectric distortion, 
including the piezoresponse of biological materials, such as individual collagen fibrils,17 blood cells,18 
peptide nanotubes,19 and viral capsids.20 
Rather than a bulk response, our computational simulations have demonstrated that molecular 
clusters21-22 and single molecules23 can be highly piezoelectric, changing conformation in response to an 
applied electric field. That is, a molecular “spring” would extend and contract dependent on the 
direction and magnitude of the field (Fig. 1A). An obvious choice is a short oligopeptide with helical 
character, while rigid alkanes should show no conformational change along the molecular axis in 
response to the electric field, and can therefore serve as controls. 
In this work, we experimentally demonstrate the converse piezoelectric deformation, causing a 
mechanical distortion of the preferred molecular conformation across single molecular monolayers of 
oligopeptides using an applied electric field. The piezoelectric response of the oligopeptides is markedly 
greater than control experiments with rigid alkanethiols and correlates with our combined theoretical 
predictions of conformational change driven by applied electric fields and surface spectroscopy. These 
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results suggest that the piezoelectric response of biological materials is due to conformational changes 
in aligned helical domains. Unlike existing piezoelectric oxides, these peptide monolayers are 
intrinsically flexible, easily fabricated, aligned and patterned without poling, and possess strong 
piezoresponse on the nanoscale. Our results suggest that many proteins may exhibit a significant 
electromechanical response, since electrostatic fields due to ions or polar molecules such as water are 
ubiquitous on the nanoscale. We anticipate that a wide class of flexible polar molecules are 
piezoelectric, and a new generation of energy harvesting materials may be built up from intrinsic 
molecular conformational changes. 
 
Experimental and Computational Methods  
Materials Used 
CA6, A6C, dodecanethiol (DT), and 11-mercaptoundecanethiol (MUA) compounds were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. Amide-terminated CA6 was purchased from AnaSpec, Inc. All molecules 
were used as received without further purification. The epoxy resin (Epo-Tek 377) was obtained from 
Epoxy Technology. Silicone elastomer kit (Sylgard 184) for making PDMS was from Dow Corning 
Corp. High grade mica substrate for template-stripped gold (TS-gold) was purchased from Ted Pella, 
Inc. Optical diffraction grating with 1μm grooves was obtained from Rainbow Symphony, Inc. The 
“dot” patterned master (2 µm patterned photoresist on silica wafer) for CA6/MUA and MUA/CA6-am 
mixed SAMs was obtained from the Center for Nanotechnology (CNT) Nanotechnology User Facility 
(NTUF) of the University of Washington. 
Sample Preparation 
Template-stripped Gold (TS-gold) 
TS-gold24 was prepared by depositing 200 nm of gold onto a freshly-cleaved mica surface via E-beam 
evaporation (Multi-source Electron Beam Evaporation System, Thermionics Laboratory VE180) with a 
base pressure of 2×10-6 torr. The first 50 nm thick layer was deposited at a rate of 0.1 Å/s, while the 
remaining 150 nm was deposited at 0.5 Å/s. The epoxy adhesive starting materials were mixed 
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according to the manufacturer’s instruction. The gold side of the mica slice was then affixed to a glass 
slide with the epoxy precursor mixture and was placed in an oven at 150°C for 1 hour to anneal. The 
mica-gold-epoxy-glass sandwich was then immersed in tetrahydrofuran (THF) for several minutes to 
loosen the contact between the mica and gold film. The mica chips were then peeled off in THF using a 
pair of tweezers. The fresh gold surface was ready to use after drying with a stream of dry nitrogen. 
Patterned PDMS Stamp 
The two components of the silicon elastomer were mixed and vigorously stirred for 10 minutes and 
placed under vacuum for 30 min to drive out all bubbles. When clear, the mixture was poured into the 
mold (diffraction grating and “dot” masters), and then placed in a vacuum oven at 60°C for 1.5 hours. 
The cured polymer stamp was peeled off and cut into pieces approximately 2 mm × 4 mm. Before each 
stamping, the stamp was washed with acetone and isopropanol and dried with a gentle flow of nitrogen.  
Patterned and Mixed SAMs 
A solution of 10 μM of dodecanethiol (DT) in ethanol, 10 µM of 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid 
(MUA), ~1 mM of CA6, ~1 mM of amidated-CA6 (CA6-am), and ~1 mM of A6C in 1:1 (v:v) water / 
acetonitrile were prepared as the “ink” source (due to the small amount of CA6 and A6C used, an exact 
concentration of the oligoaminoacids was not determined). The stamp was dipped into 1 mL of the ink 
source for 5 minutes, dried in air and then stamped on the already prepared gold surface for 5 minutes 
before peeling off. Patterned DT, CA6, and A6C SAMs were made following the same procedure, 
respectively. Patterned MUA SAMs were obtained using a drop cast method. A newly prepared stamp 
was used for each stamping. 
CA6 and MUA mixed films were obtained by immersing as-made patterned CA6 films into 1 mM of 
MUA in ethanol for one hour, followed by washing with ethanol and drying in air. MUA and CA6-am 
mixed films were obtained by immersing as made patterned MUA films into CA6-am solution for one 
hour, followed by washing with water/acetonitrile and ethanol and drying in air. 
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Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM) Characterization 
PFM measurement was performed using an Asylum Research MFD-3D SPM with dual-AC resonance 
tracking (DART) PFM mode, unless otherwise specified in the text. Ti/Pt coated silicon tips 
(AC240TM, Asylum Research) with a first mode resonance frequency of 70 kHz and a normal stiffness 
of 2 N/m were used. For each sample characterized with DART, the contact resonance was determined, 
usually around 280 kHz, and then a 1-3 V AC bias was applied. Topography, piezoresponse amplitude, 
and phase images were all recorded. All reported amplitude and values have been corrected for the 
sample resonance enhancement (i.e., q-corrected) using the instrument default analyzing software. 
Multiple samples were fabricated and measured for consistency. For all quantitative measurements, 
inverse optical lever sensitivity (Invols)25 was calibrated for every tip against a clean glass slide.  
FTIR Characterization 
Sample Preparation 
Gold-coated quartz crystal electrodes (CH Instruments, Inc.) were used for the preparation of CA6 
(SAMs). The electrode was cleaned by soaking in piranha solution (concentrated sulfuric acid to 
hydrogen peroxide is 3:1) for two hours. The gold electrode was then immersed in CA6 solution (as 
mentioned above) for 48 hours to insure complete formation of compact CA6 SAMs, followed by 
washing with water/ethanol and drying in air. The SAMs coated gold electrode was then connected to 
one electrode of an alkaline battery (± 9.6 V) (and/or two batteries in series connection, +19.2 V), to 
charge the surface when performing FTIR grazing angle measurements. The charged sample was thus 
biased against ground, and an exact electric field across the monolayers cannot be determined. A gold 
electrode treated with piranha solution was used as background. 
Characterization 
Fourier Transform Infrared Microscope (FTIR) (Bruker VERTEX-70LS FTIR and Hyperion 2000) 
was used with the grazing angle mode. For a typical measurement, 0.41 to 1 cm-1 resolution was chosen 
for a scan of 5000 times within the range from 1000 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1. The experiment was performed 
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in ambient conditions, and the raw data was corrected for CO2 and H2O effect by the default OPUS 
software.  
 
Computational Methods 
Molecular Dynamics: 
The molecular dynamics simulations consisted of a 7x7 array of 49 peptides, with sequences 
CAAAAAA (CA6) or AAAAAAC (A6C), arranged on a plane that represented a hexagonal gold 
surface26 with Au…Au spacing of 2.88 Å.  Each peptide started as ideal a-helix and the sulfur atom of 
each cysteine in the peptide was held fixed. The initial coordinates of the peptides is included in the 
supplementary material and were generated using MOE27. For all MD runs, the Amber 99 force field 
parameters, as implemented in MOE, was used.28 
Molecular Dynamics Protocols:  The molecular dynamics simulations were performed using NAMD 
2.8.29 All simulations were done in vacuo using a 2 fs time step. Electrostatic and van der Waals 
interactions were switched off over that range of 2.5 Å starting at 10 Å.  A pairlist for these interactions 
was calculated using a 13.5 Å distance.  A temperature of 300 K was used in the simulations and was 
kept constant using a Langevin thermostat. The simulations were run for a total of 1 ns.  For the non-
zero field simulation, a 2.306 kcal/mol•Å•e (= 1.0 V/nm) or 10.0 kcal/mol•Å•e (=4.35 V/nm) external 
electric field was applied in the +z direction, normal to the planar surface defined by the sulfur atoms of 
the peptides. 
The trajectory file from each of the different simulations was analyzed using VMD.30 First, the 
average height of each of peptide above the “gold” surface was calculated.  The average height for each 
peptide was obtained by averaging the z coordinate for the terminal nitrogen atom of over frames 2500-
4500 of a 5000 frame trajectory.  Secondly, the percent helix character for each peptide was calculated, 
over the same 2000 frames used to determine the average height above the surface.  The helix content 
was determined using the “sscalc” routine in VMD.  The output of the “sscalc” routine was used to 
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determine the percent helix by adding the number of times a residue was determined to be an “h” (a-
helix) or “g” (310 helix) and dividing that result by 7 (the total number of residues). 
 
Density Functional Theory Geometry Optimizations: 
We used Gaussian 0931 and density functional theory (DFT), with the B3LYP functional32-33 and the 6-
31G(d) basis set to optimize all computed structures, including optimization of molecule length, dipole 
moment, and energy under different applied electric bias, as performed in our previous work. To 
consider the conformational change in response to the electric field, the molecule was oriented to a 
specific frame of reference using Avogadro34 and the specific direction and magnitude of the field ±1.29 
V/nm (±25×10-4 a.u.) was added to the Gaussian input along the z-axis, defined as along the molecule 
helix (CA6, CA6-am, and A6C) and the carbon chain (DT and MUA). The molecule height is defined as 
the distance between two atoms at the far ends of each molecule and is consistent throughout all 
measurements.  
To compute the piezo coefficient (d33), the following unit conversion was performed: 
 
where z is the height of the optimized geometry at zero electric field, Dz is the difference in height 
between the optimized geometry at a minor field strength (e.g. 0.257 V/nm) and at zero electric field, 
and F is the corresponding field range. In short, the response is the fractional length change per unit of 
applied electric field. 
 
Molecular Length of CA6, A6C, CA6-am, DT, and MUA: 
The molecular length was defined as the distance between the two atoms on the furthest ends of the 
optimized molecule plus van der Waals radius35 of the two atoms chosen.  The molecular length is thus 
15.0 Å for CA6, 16.8 Å for A6C, 17.1 Å for CA6-am, 19.1 Å for DT, and 18.8 Å for MUA. 
 
d33 (pm /V ) =
Δz(Å)
z(Å)F(V / nm) ×
103 pm
1nm
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Results and Discussion 
In this experiment, we have created patterned single monolayer piezoelectrics with intrinsic polar 
ordering. A solution of short oligopeptides (e.g., with sequence CAAAAAA, or CA6  Fig. 1B) was 
prepared as the “ink source” for microcontact patterning36 to smooth template-stripped gold substrates24 
through the cysteine-gold interaction. The patterning with ~1 µm spacing between lines yields 
intentionally incomplete coverage of the oligopeptides across the gold surface, so that only a single 
monolayer forms via self-assembly. Compared to previous studies based on surface grafting,37 
microcontact printing and solution-phase self-assembly provides an easier way to form patterned films.  
To determine the piezoelectric response, we used PFM with dual AC resonance tracking (DART) 
mode,38 where the tip is in mechanical contact resonance with the oligopeptide surface, a sinusoidal bias 
voltage is applied, and the corresponding height amplitude is determined. AFM topography (Fig. 1C, 
S1) indicates a film height (~1.5 nm) that corresponds closely to the computed molecular length (1.50 
nm, Supporting Information). Piezo amplitude of CA6 monolayers shows ~ 6 pm under 3V bias from 
scan lines, yielding a piezoelectric coefficient of ~2 pm/V (Fig. 1D, S2). While the AC bias is in the 
range of 1-3V, the exact field across the monolayer is much less, as discussed below. Moreover, 
samples are scanned repeatedly, ensuring no sample degradation or decomposition is observed. Results 
are consistent across multiple scans and averaged over multiple samples. 
DART PFM is believed to be an improved technique for measuring low response and non-uniform 
piezoelectric materials while providing a lower signal-to-noise ratio and fewer resonance artifacts. 
There remain some limitations with obtaining a quantitative PFM measurement for weak and soft 
piezoelectric materials, including nonlocal effects,39 complex background signal,40 tip-surface 
electrostatic effects,41 and potential drop from tip to surface due to weak indentation and high surface 
resistance.41 
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Figure 1. Schematic of molecular springs and realization through AFM topography and DART PFM 
amplitude of patterned molecular monolayers. (A) Schematic of piezoelectric distortion through 
compression and extension of a molecular helix, (B) Molecular structures of oligopeptides CA6, A6C, 
and rigid alkanes DT and MUA, (C) AFM topography of oligopeptide CA6 (left), oligopeptide A6C 
(middle), and DT, (right) patterned monolayers, and (D) DART PFM amplitude at an applied bias of 3V 
for patterned CA6, A6C, and DT monolayers, showing contrast with bare gold. 
To overcome these artificial amplitude contributions, we introduced built-in controls to examine the 
absolute piezoresponse. Patterned single monolayers of another oligopeptide (AAAAAAC, A6C) and 
dodecanethiol (DT) were deposited by the same method onto individual gold substrates (Fig. 1C), to 
form single monolayers, again judging by the agreement between AFM topography and computed 
molecular size.42 Significant piezo response is found via DART PFM for both CA6 and A6C stripes and 
substantially less amplitude is observed from the DT monolayers (Fig. 1D, S2). Thus, we hypothesize 
that the relatively large PFM amplitude from the CA6 and A6C monolayers derives primarily from 
intrinsic molecular conformational changes caused by the applied electric field. Some of the observed 
DT#
(C)$
CA6#
 µm 
AFM$Topography$
 µm 
(D)$
A6C#
3V$PFM$Amplitude$
CA6# DT#A6C#
(A)$ CA6$(B)$ A6C$ DT$ MUA$
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difference in PFM amplitude between CA6 and A6C monolayers may derive from the terminal (top) end 
group effect, -COOH for CA6 and –NH2 for A6C, respectively. 
Since the molecular monolayer (~1.5 nm thickness) between the tip and the gold substrate forms a 
capacitance layer under applied AC bias, the electrostatic effect has to be ruled out in explaining the 
amplitude contrast of the observed piezoresponse between CA6 and DT (and between CA6 and MUA as 
well as shown later). Two major aspects should be taken into account to determine the magnitude of the 
electrostatic effect, the dielectric constant ε and the Young’s modulus E of the monolayer. A larger 
dielectric constant of the film underneath the tip is directly proportional to the electrostatic force,43-44 
while a larger modulus yields smaller deformation for the same applied force. In our experiment, the 
electrostatic contribution of the measured piezoresponse will depend on the relative ε/E ratios of CA6 
and DT. The dielectric constant for alkanethiol SAMs is in the range of 2.0 to 2.7 measured via different 
methods,45-47 while the dielectric constant for non-solvent proteins is estimated to be somewhat larger, 
2.4-3.9 for polyalanine.48 However, the peptide monolayer is reported to have a modulus larger than 10 
GPa,37 more than 5-fold stiffer than its alkanethiol counterpart of 2 GPa and below.49-51 The electrostatic 
force should then induce a larger deformation on the DT SAMs, rather than the larger piezoresponse 
observed of CA6 SAMs. 
Since the PFM characterization has been performed in ambient conditions, a water meniscus will form 
at the surface-tip interface, decreasing the effective electric field across the SAM. At neutral pH, the C-
terminus of CA6 will partially yield an anionic carboxylate-terminated surface atop the oligopeptide 
monolayer (vide infra), while the alkyl-terminated DT remains neutral. Similarly, CA6 shows greater 
PFM response than the amine-terminated A6C. Such electrostatic response would not only be different 
between the bare gold surface and the carboxylate-terminated CA6 monolayers, but may explain the 
larger response of CA6 when compared to the nonpolar, alkyl-terminated DT monolayers. To control for 
the possible surface charge difference, we prepared films using CA6 peptide monolayer “dot” patterns 
(Fig. 2A), followed by back-filling the remaining exposed gold surface with 11-mercaptoundecanoic 
acid (MUA), since both molecules have a carboxylic acid group at the surface end (Fig. 2C). The 
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isoelectric point (pI) of CA6 is estimated to be 5.5, close to the pKa ~4.8 of MUA in solution.52 The 
similarity between these two ends is also demonstrated by surface potential measurement via Kelvin 
probe force microscopy (KPFM), which gives a much smaller surface potential difference <20 mV 
between MUA and CA6 compared to >70 mV between CA6 and gold (Supporting Information, Fig. S3). 
Both CA6 and MUA have similar computed heights (1.50 nm and 1.88 nm, respectively, Supporting 
Information) so the AFM topology of the mixed film (Fig. 2C) appears essentially featureless; although 
the phase channel (Fig. 2E) shows slight variation between regions of the two molecular monolayers. 
While both CA6 and MUA have comparable heights and terminal carboxylic acid groups, the computed 
piezo-driven conformational change in MUA (vide infra) is dramatically smaller than CA6. As seen 
experimentally in Fig. 2G, the CA6 islands exhibit markedly greater PFM amplitude at 3V bias than 
MUA. These mixed CA6/MUA films are highly stable, and we have observed pattern retention and 
strong PFM response over 42 days in ambient conditions (Fig. S4). 
To further demonstrate that the observed piezoelectric deformation is generated by conformational 
changes, not the electrostatic effect of the surface end groups, mixed films of charged MUA and amide-
terminated CA6 (CA6-am) were tested. In CA6-am the terminal carboxylate group is converted to  
–CONH2, so the surface end will remain electrically neutral. Fig. 2B shows the dot patterned MUA 
SAMs and Fig 2D shows the topographically-featureless MUA/CA6-am mixed films since the 
molecules have comparable heights. The phase image (Fig. 2F) shows a stronger contrast between MUA 
and CA6-am domains indicating a greater surface property differentiation of the –COO- and  
–CONH2 groups. The surface neutral CA6-am SAMs still provides significantly larger piezo amplitude 
than MUA SAMs. While the single-frequency PFM mode used to image the two mixed films cannot 
yield reliable quantitative measurements, this technique clearly indicates that PFM deformation 
observed in CA6 and CA6-am patterns derives largely from molecular conformational changes and from 
end-group effects. Such piezo amplitude contrast observed on a uniform surface rules out the 
problematic coincidence of topography and piezoresponse.53  
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Figure 2. AFM topography, single-frequency PFM phase and amplitude of patterned and mixed 
monolayers. AFM topography of oligopeptide CA6 SAM (A) and MUA SAM (B) on bare gold, AFM 
topography of the mixed SAMs CA6/MUA (C) and MUA/CA6-am (D), single-frequency PFM phase 
image of mixed CA6/MUA (E) MUA/CA6-am (F), and single-frequency PFM amplitude of a mixed 
CA6/MUA (G) and MUA/CA6-am (H) films with an applied bias of 3V.  
 
Grazing-angle Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (GA-FTIR) was used to examine the 
conformational change of oligopeptide CA6 under different applied electric fields. The so-called amide I 
peak (1652-1657 cm-1) and amide II peak (1545-1551 cm-1), which are absorptions from combinations 
of C=O bond stretching, C-N bond stretching, and N-H bond bending, are indicative of the secondary 
structures of proteins.54 As shown in Fig. S5, clear peak shift is observed when the gold substrate of CA6 
SAMs was charged with different potentials using an external battery. Although the broad peak widths 
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indicate a highly diverse ensemble, making exact assignment of the vibrational peaks difficult, these 
results are consistent with previous studies.55 
While results from DART PFM, mixed films, and FTIR strongly suggest an electromechanical 
distortion indicating from conformational change in the molecular monolayer; to be piezoelectric, this 
distortion should be linear in response to applied bias. As the PFM drive bias is increased, the measured 
amplitude increases substantially (Fig. 3A). The PFM amplitude, however, is averaged across an 
ensemble of ~104 molecules, based on the effective tip radius and convoluted with nonlocal and 
electrostatic response, not just the piezoelectric deformation of the monolayers. Consequently, to 
quantitatively consider the response of the CA6 monolayers to the electric field, we compiled histograms 
of the PFM amplitudes as a function of electric field in DART mode (Fig. 3B, S6). The low-response 
(left) edge of the histogram serves as a baseline for the gold surface, and the high-response (right) edge 
of the histogram indicates the molecular extension. Both line scans and histograms indicate a large 
number of molecules exhibit large responses. For quantitative analysis, we used the full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) as a measure of the PFM amplitude. The results averaged across multiple regions 
on multiple films measured with multiple tips indicate a linear FWHM change in response to applied 
electric field (Fig. 3C). 
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Figure 3. Piezo amplitude of CA6 SAMs as a function of increasing applied bias voltage. (A) DART 
PFM amplitude of CA6 SAMs on bare gold, showing clearly increasing amplitude with increasing bias, 
(B) example histograms of DART PFM amplitudes as a function of increasing bias voltage, and (C) 
linear correlation between FWHM of histograms (as a measure of “average” response) and applied drive 
bias voltage. (D-F) Molecular dynamics snapshots of a simulated CA6 monolayer as a function of 
increasing electric field at (D) 0 V/nm, (E) 1 V/nm, and (F) 4.3 V/nm.  
 
Since the CA6 sequence is short, despite the presence of an oligo-alanine block, the preferred 
conformation in solution is likely to be a random coil. The predominant conformation, however, has 
been shown to change due to assembly on metal surfaces, particularly in the presence of electric field 
gradients.55  
To address the preferred conformation of CA6 in our system, particularly in light of the surface FTIR 
evidence, molecular dynamics (MD) calculations were performed on an array of CA6 molecules, 
simulating the self-assembled monolayers, both with and without an applied electric field. Based on the 
pI ~5.5 of CA6,21 most molecules in the monolayer will be anionic at the carboxylate terminus, but the 
amine terminus is neutral and unprotonated. Computed MD trajectories using zero applied electric field 
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or fields smaller than 1 V/nm are predicted to exhibit no helical structure or insignificant molecular 
extension (Fig. 3D). Upon increasing the applied electric field to 0.5-1 V/nm, the CA6 molecules extend 
in the applied field and adopt more helical or linear extended conformations (Fig. 3E, S7). At an applied 
field of 4.3 V/nm, the MD trajectories predict the CA6 molecules adopt almost exclusively a linear 
extended conformation (Fig. 3F), with a correspondingly large increase in average extension above the 
surface.  
While these MD simulations confirm the experimental observation of piezoelectric deformation in 
CA6 monolayers, the predicted piezoresponse is much too large (~7.5Å, Fig. S7), compared with 
experiment. Furthermore, classical force fields used in MD cannot properly treat the polarizable 
electrostatic response of these molecules to an applied electric field. Consequently, full geometry 
optimizations using density functional theory (DFT) methods were performed as a function of applied 
electric field (vide infra). As shown in Fig. S8A-B, the length of DT and MUA are not predicted to 
change substantially, but helical CA6 exhibits a large deformation along the molecular axis. Bond 
lengths do not distort appreciably; instead the applied field alters the pitch of the helix. This agrees with 
previous studies which show that the structural origin of protein/polypeptide piezoelectric materials lies 
in the orderly aligned secondary structure including α-helix56 and β-sheet.57 
The sharp length change of CA6, predicted at ~1.1 V/nm, involves a secondary structure 
transformation from an α-helix to a 310-conformation.58 Such an abrupt conformational change might be 
expected because the applied field distorts the backbone dihedral angles and hydrogen bonding. Using 
the linear response around zero field strength (±0.26 V/nm), the predicted piezoelectric coefficient (d33) 
of CA6 is computed to be 14.7 pm/V, comparable to ZnO (d33 ~9.9-27 pm/V)59 and PVDF (d33 -26 
pm/V).60 Consistent with the large experimentally observed difference in PFM amplitudes between CA6, 
DT, and MUA (e.g., ~10 a.u. for CA6 / MUA in Fig. 2D), computed piezo coefficients for DT and MUA 
were small (0.54 pm/V and 1.55 pm/V for DT and MUA, respectively).  
Fully extended, linear conformations of CA6 are also predicted to only exhibit small piezo coefficients 
(1.01 pm/V, Fig. S8C), similar in magnitude to MUA. Thus, these conformations would not be expected 
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to show the greater PFM response in the mixed CA6/MUA films (Fig. 2D). When random coil 
conformations, selected from the MD trajectories at low electric field strength, are optimized as a 
function of applied electric field, distortions of conformation do occur but not as a smooth linear 
monotonic function of electric field strength (Fig. S8D). This confirms the MD results — namely that 
random or linear conformations of the CA6 oligopeptide would not reliably, repeatedly deform with 
linear response to an applied electric field as observed experimentally. 
Qualitatively, both DFT-computed response and PFM characterization yield the same conclusion, 
namely that CA6 exhibits substantial piezo deformation, while DT and MUA do not because of their 
rigid molecular shape. The quantitative comparison of computed and PFM-measured d33 piezo 
coefficients for CA6 is good (14.7 pm/V for DFT and up to ~2 pm/V from PFM, based on line scans). 
The DFT-computed piezoresponse of completely helical CA6 represents an ideal upper bound of the 
experimentally observed deformation, since the calculation involves a field applied exactly parallel to 
the molecular axis to a peptide in vacuum and assumes perfect electromechanical coupling. Moreover, 
peptides with some fraction of both helical and linear conformation, as suggested by MD would have an 
average of the two responses (e.g., ~7 pm/V for a 50:50 mixture). The PFM technique is, at best, semi-
quantitative, since the field from the conductive tip will be applied through an aqueous meniscus, and 
across a time-varying distance, due to the mechanical frequency of the tapping. Lower indentation on 
soft materials also provides an effective piezoelectric coefficient smaller than the actual value.41 
Furthermore, based on the tip resolution, the PFM measurement will sample an ensemble of ~104 
molecules which may not be responding coherently to the AC voltage. For example, recent studies have 
confirmed that SAMs of helical molecules are disordered and exhibit varying tilt angles near the 
periphery.61 
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Conclusions 
Our results indicate a repeatable, continuous, linear electromechanical response of oligopeptides to 
applied nanoscale electric fields, indicating a molecular converse piezoelectric effect, predicted by 
computational studies.23 We note that many previous studies have demonstrated the piezoactivity of 
biological materials, and we find that our measured piezoelectric response of monolayers of short 
peptides correspond well with such reports (in the order of 1 pm/V). While the applied AC bias voltages 
used in the PFM experiment appear large (e.g., 3 V), the effective field across the monolayer is 
undoubtedly much smaller due to screening from interfacial meniscus between tip and surface and 
judging by the larger computed piezoresponse using DFT. Moreover, a field of ~1 V/nm corresponds to 
that generated by a singly-charged ion at distance of 1 nm from a molecule. Consequently, fields of this 
magnitude, while large on a bulk scale, are common on the molecular scale.  
We speculate that many proteins may exhibit significant electromechanical conformational response, 
since such electrostatic fields due to molecular dipole moments, ions, etc. are ubiquitous on the 
nanoscale. Our results also suggest that the observed piezoactivity of skin, muscle, and other 
biomaterials, discussed earlier, may result from aligned helical, polar domains. 
There are several key implications of our results. First, it suggests that piezoelectric energy 
conversion can be used to self-power nanoscale organic electronics, such as flexible touch sensors. 
Since the piezoelectric effect also converts electric fields to motion, it also can be used to generate 
reliable nanoscale linear movement. Existing inorganic nanopiezotronics such as ZnO nanoribbons are 
also difficult to align and pattern, while we demonstrate that simple self-assembly and solution 
patterning work with molecular piezoelectrics. Finally, one can imagine that the diversity of chemical 
synthetic techniques, combined with computational simulation and PFM characterization can be used to 
design highly piezo-responsive monolayers. Such molecules must retain polarity, but need not be chiral 
or asymmetric. If possible, this would enable a new class of piezomaterials, in which the deformation 
derives from intrinsic molecular conformational changes. 
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